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Financial Aid Office exceeds budget
By Karen Lipraan

ASST.NEWS EDITOR
Aggressive recruiting tactics last spring
have resulted in a greater number of aidneedingstudents matriculatingat Colby,said
Dean of Admissionsand FinancialAid Parker
Beverageand Director of FinancialAid Lucia
Smyth. In order to meet this greater need,the
financial aid office had to exceed its budget
by about $350,000, saiid Administrative Vice
President Arnold Yasinski.
Because of the recession, last spring the
admissions' office conducted a more
aggressive recruiting campaign than in the
past,said Beverage Theofficecalled freshmen
applying for financial aid to answer their
questions and concerns.
This led to a larger number of admitted
students matriculating.
"What wewonderis,isthis just an unusual
year, or is this the start of something new,"
said Yasinski. "We have no way of knowing
at this point."
According to Smyth, 217 freshmen are
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receiving some form of need- based aid, and
183 of those are also receiving federal grants.
Also,financialaid offers forfirst-yearstudents
were better than other schools students
applied to, said Smyth, who added that this
theory is basied on anecdotal evidence.
"Our average in the financial aid'area is
testimonial," said Beverage. "When we

learned that more students were going to be
spending the year doing off-campus study,
we were able to enlarge our target class size
by admitting more freshmen and transfer
students in January."
Although the wait-list allows for some
manipulation of numbers, "If any college
comesinrightonthetarget,it'sluck,initially,"
said Beverage. "{Our problem} is nothing
catastrophic. It was blown way out of
proportion. What it means is that we will
have to be more careful about making
discretionary purchases."
Such cut-backs would include limiting
large mailings of free Colbyart calendars and
postponing new laboratory equipment for
the biology department. Beverageadded that
thesecut-backs were minor in comparison to
other institutions of similar academic status.
Middlebury College, for example, let
personnel go, and Amherst and Williams
exceeded their financial aid budgets by a
greater percentage than Colby did.
The financial aid deficit has left some
upperclassmen concerned that theywereshort
changed in receiving their aid. But the belief

that sophomores automatically receive cuts
in aid is a complete myth, said Smyth.
"There's a commitment to enrolled
students first," she said. "Separately we
estimate what we need for theenteringclass."
Upperclass students are expected to take out
larger loans, work more hours moreat workstudy jobs,and save more money from their
summer jobs, said Smyth.
Some fear the deficit will force Colby to
drop its need-blind admission policy.
"There arealwaysstudentsatthemargin/'
said Beverage. Yasinski agreed.
"We will be looking very carefully when
we make offers of admission on the margin/'
he said. "All of the other ways of [keeping
within a reasonable budget]are less fair than
controlling admission. Some years we are
more need-blind than others."
Going outside of the budget can really
hurt the endowment in the long run, said
Smyth.
"In the budgetary process we have to be
careful, to estimate accurately what we are
going to need and what students are going to
need," she saidO

New committee
discusses community
By David Holtzman
STAFF* WRITER
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Some students had a good timeon the First Day of Loudness.

A relatively
quiet weekend
By Andrea Kraaker
NEWS EDITOR
Last weekend's first day of loudness and
other activities made for "a relatively quiet
weekend,"said John Frechette,acting director
of safety and security.
"TheStudentCenter party had goneokay.
The Shell was not as large a crowd as they had
prepared for/' said Frechette. "The biggest
thing was the open containers."
Frechettesaid "a lot of people"were fined
for having open containers this weekend.
'Tthinkthcmajori ty werefreshmcn.Tliere
were some upperclassmen. " All of the
students ' names were given to the Dean's
office and they will each receive $50 fines.

A food fi ght in Roberts on Saturday night
resulted in a call to Security.
"Security would show up and everybody
would stop and then Security would leave
when it got quiet, and then it would start up
again/' said Frechette. After the food fight
had been restarted twice, di ning serv ices
requested that an officer remain in the dining
hall for the remainder of the meal.
There were no injuries this weekend and
only one fire alarm,pulled on the second floor
of Foss.
One other incident this weekend involved
"a b.b, gun that a student had in his room,"
said Frechette. "He had been shooting at a
lamp post outside of his room."
The matter is still being discussed by the
deans, Frechettesaid.Q

The Campus Community Committee,
created to replace the Task Forces on Race
and Gender,will bring together students and
faculty to discuss race, gender, class and
religion on campus,said Bill Cotter,president
of the college,and chairof the committee.The
committee's first meeting was held this
morning.
Over twenty students and faculty
memberssit on the committee,which includes
representatives from the Colby Christian
Fellowship, Hillel, the International Club,
Society Organized Against Racism IS.O.A.R.],
Student Organization for Blackand Hispanic
Unity IS.O.B.H.U.], the Bridge, and men's
and women's athletics.
"We wanted it to be as inclusive as
possible," said Linda Cotter, alumni liaison
in CareerServices. "As the campus becomes
in creasingly diverse, problemsbecome more
complicated. We want open dialogue, not
polarization."
Members of the Campus Community
Committee will discuss ideas for creating a
more hospitable environment for all students
and faculty,said President Cotter.
"Even when a crisis h asn't occurred, we
might prevent one from ever coming up,"
said Linda Cotter.
"The quality of life on campus will be
addressed by the committee," said President
Cotter, who noted that the mortfattcntion
paid to the sensitivities of all groups, the
easier and more comfortable life at Colby will
become.
"How welcomingisour community? How
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President Cotter heads new committee.

good a job do we do in making this a diverse
community? These are some of the questions
we need to ask," he said. "It isn't clear how
bes^ to communicate ideas to everyone. But
we n.eed to secall theseissues as our common
concern. Mergingintoa more common forum
will help do that."
"I think [the committee] is a wonderful
idea," said Lucy Yeager '93, who represents
S.O.A.R. on the committee. "I don't think
groups should become exclusive, that the
women's group should be all women. They
don't solve anything that way."
"It sounds like a noble effort ," said
Victoria Hershey, committee member and
associate dean of students for intercultural
affairs. "I hope the organizers take it
seriously, so issues can really be thrashed
out. It really could be very valuable."Q

News Briefs

g

Fall concert
still in the works

Squeeze, who wastentatively scheduled
to play the fall concert, will not be coming to
Colby, according to Student Association
Social Chair John Yormak. Yormak is
workingon future plans for the concert and
is considering various bands, including
Blues Traveler. (A.K.)

Cotter appointed to
presidential
commission

Colby President Bill Cotter was chosen by
Senator George Mitchell to be a member of
the Congressional National Commission on
Financing Secondary Education. The
commission was created to discuss who
should be paying for education.
Hearings in Los Angeles, Washington,
D.C, and Chicago are upcoming, with dates
in Miami, Kansas City, and Boston already
scheduled. Experts in the field of finance,
students on financial aid, and their parents
are testifying Cotter said.
"We will try to come up with some
suggestions that willbe useful to the Congress
on how to share the burden. How much
should students, parents, institutions, and
the government pay?" said Cotter. "It's a big
question." (E.C.)

The Jitney is back
on schedule

The Jitney and the on/off-campus escort
service will be running on the same schedule
as last year. Both were to begin operating
Monday night, according to John Frechette,
acting director of safety and security.
The Jitney, which transports students to
shopping areas around Waterville, will pick
up students at Lovejoy, Mary Low and
Roberts from 2-7 p.m. and will run on a
requestbasis from 7-10p.m.Theescort service,
headed by Meredith Gregory '94, will be
availablelO p.m.-2a.m. every day but Sunday,
said Frechette.
"We didn't see enough demand for it on
Sundays," he said. (D.H .H.)

Cultural
room named

''

The Marson Multicultural Centerwill now
be officially known as the Marson Common
Ground Multicultural Center, said Director
of Student Activities Tullio Nieman.
About seventy-five people cast ballots at
thecenter'sopening lastFridaynighttodecide
the room's official name.
Work is still being done on the room,
which will open to students in the near future
after all renovations have been completed.
(C.A.)

A Worldy Affair
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The Spa .

Missed Meal
hours change

Missed Meal hours at the Spa have been
shortened this year. Breakfast is now served
from 9:45 a.m. to 11:00 a.m., lunch from 1:45
p.m.to 4:00 p.m.and dinner from 7:00 p.m.to
8:30 p.m.
"The main reason the hours changed is
because of programming in the Spa," said
Wayne Dubay, assistant manager of the Spa.
Pizza parties, bands and game nights were
unable to start on time because of conflicts
with Missed Meal.Other problems were with
cleaning and maintenance of the Spa, as well
as with regular meal service, said Dubay.
The new hours seem to have worked so
far. "There have been maybe one or two
complaints," said Dubay. "But nobody has
really had a problem." (A.K.)

Editor wanted

The Oracle, Colby's yearbook, has no
editor this year, said former editor Becky
Graham '92. Anyone interested in either
working on .the book or becoming editor
should see Tullio Nieman in the Student
Activities Office in the Student Center. (C.A.)
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Photo by An Druker
The Music Makers perf orming at the opening of the Marson Common Ground
Multicultural Room last Friday.
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At 55 East Concourse, Waterville
873-5255
We have whole wheat pizza , nachos ,
pitchers of soda , full liquor license ,
electric dartboard , etc .
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Don 't drive , just call us for fast , free dellveryl
WE WELCOME RETURNABLES !
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Sunday
12pm-7pm

Writing classes cramped

wanted the class more'than I did,so
it's
okay that I didn't get in."
By Doug Hill
Kenney said the English
. STAFF WRITER
v^mmmmcmwaAmmWAmmawmmmmmm ^KmAmt^m^mmeamm
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department is committed to
Controversy is surrounding keeping the introductory level
Colby's Creative Writing minor courses open to all students. She
because interested students are denied rumors that manuscripts
being turned away from already will be required for introductory
level courses next year.
over-enrolledclassrooms.
"What we're going to do this
"We of course are limited,"said
Susan Kenney, director of the year is find out how many people
Creative Writing program. "We were actually turned away," she
have four sections of Introductory said. "Nobody's going to fall
Fiction workshops plus two of through the cracks this time."
According to John Sweney,
Introduction to Poetry, so the limit
is [a total of] sixty students." She former chair of the English
said that over sixty students are Department, "There are about half
usually admitted into the courses. a dozen complaints everyyear from
Each student .wishing to students who didn't get the class,
complete a minor must take at least but I don't doubt that there are
one introductory,one intermediate, more that I don't hear from. This is
and one advanced writing course, not a lot, but it's more complaints
and must either repeat an advanced than I get about any other class.
level course,takea courseinanother Unfortunately I don't think th at
genre, or do an independent study there'sanything that can be done at
this point."
project, according to Kenney.
Getting into these classes is
Kenney said there were four
ways
to address the problem. The
challenging, said Dan Bar-Zeev'92,
who is trying to complete his first is to add courses. But, Kenney
creative writing minor with an said, this would be a very long,
indep endent study project next bureaucratic process and "first we
semester. If Bar-Zeevisnotaccepted want to find out how many students
for this project, he said will have to are turned away." The second
possibility would be to require
drop the minor.
"There is a lot of panic about manuscripts.
"We might lose people who are
getting into these programs," said
Kenney,who said that students can not seriously interested." said
begin the sequence during their Kenney. "[ It 's]sortof aself-selecting
junior year. Problems arise when process."Kenney stressed that she
juniors study abroad for an entire does not like this idea.
The third possibility would be
year,leaving little time to complete
to make "some other requirement,
their minor.
"A lot of the problem is making such as the student being an English
up your mind early that this is what major, but that would really be
arbitrary." The fourth and final
you want to do," said Kenney.
Gary Alterson '94, was unable option would be to give
to enroll in EN 278, "Creative sophomores preference over the
Writing: Fiction," this fall, and rest of the school in registration.
"I think that instead of wasting
because Alterson plans to study in
Cairo next year, he said he will not our time building a new admissions
be able to complete his minor.
office they could hire another
"Basically I feel cheated because creative writing professor to give
something I really wanted to do people the opportunity to study
and that I really wanted to minor what theycame here to stud y,"said
in, I can't do because the computer Dev Tandon '93, who had to drop
decided it didn't want me in the his the minor when he couldn't get
course," he said.
into a higher level class. "I thought
Zach Geisz '94, was less upset the purpose of taking a creative
than Altersonabout not gettinginto writing class was to improve your
the program.
writing skills. But the way it's set
"I wanted to improve my up right now you already have to
writing in general,"said Geisz,"but be a good writer. That bites my
there were other people who hiney."

Off tlie Hill

Only fifteen peoplecanget into
378 so a lot of people have to drop
a minor," said Bar-Zeev. "I thin k
that they should offer two sections
of 378 a year so that more people
will have a chance. I also think that
they should offer more writing
related classes."
Kenney feels that though the
number of openings decreases in
the higher level classes,the number
of applicants also decreases.
"In the introductory class you
have about eighty people signing
up for sixty openings,"said Kenney.
"At the intermediate level it goes
down to about thirty people signing
up for fifteen openings. For the
advanced level it's about twentyone people for fifteen openings."
Still, "Very few students get
turned away," Kenny said. "[And]
if you get turned down the first
time, you can try again next year."
Despite the complaints about
the number of openings, there are
few complaints about the.qualityof
the classes.
"Once you get into the classes
they're good. 1 mean the teachers
are really good," said Bar-Zeev.
"Til get students who write ten
years later and say that these are
the classes that they remember,"
Kenney said.
Kenney isnot sure why so many
students want to enter the program.
"I hopeit'sbecause they want to
explore the possibilities of using
their imagination. But I'm afraid
that there are a number of students
who may want to do this because it
will look good on their dossier. It's
too rigorous a program for that to
be your only motivation/'Q

Gettysburg College
Gettysburg, FA . ,

A compositeisketchhasbi^nreleagedof the alleged assailantof a
iemalestudeniwho wasj c-ggingalonein abattlefiefcl Postersof a 3040yearold,dfeaiH. ut matt, whod rivesa Chevroletwereposted around
campusarid-studfint$are1?eing asked talook out for him-Letters were
sent out ta advise students xwt to jogalone.

WellesleyCollege
Wellesley,MA

Cbntroversysurrounded ih& Wellesleycampus this fell over the
reassignment of a member al hall staff, Michelle Porcfre- Porche, £
lesbian with a live-inpartner, was originally assigned to a primarily
first-yearaod sophomore dorm,"but waslater reassigned to a dorm of
most-y upperd-isswomen,President Maimer}€>.Keohane and Dean
of 1-Sud^nts Molly Campbell felt "it seemed 'reasonable'' to reassign
JJeads of Ho«se in an effort to protect first-year students from, an
additional, potentially difficult adjustment at an already stressful
time/ _ald the WellesleyNews,

Middlebury College
MMdletary,VT
Middlel*tfy-6f<wM_^
on Sahiiti-iy citing,a '--.adfit*Mvte&txhimself and th<_ college-Light
had been present uf Mtddtebury$vn_eAugust of 1990. There is now
an active searc&gafog on for anew prestoentj oftn McCardell,college
pK>vastand -wcepresidenifear academicaffairs, is fillingitiasmtej int
p*_»id<_«t.
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Cead Mile Failite! (ked meal fallte)
100 ,000 Welcomes!

Great Criac!

Colby in Cork
SPRING 1992

4 week
Spring
Break

applications in the Off-Campus Study Office

-due October 1-

Wouldn't you like to go away???
The ®ffff=©@inp_ ® S_y<% ©flflfi©® {©®B% located in Miller Library, is
open Mon. through Fri. between 9:30-11:30 a.m. and 1:00-4:00 p.m..
B
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Downstairs from the Silver Street Tavern

Thursday Night is Colby Night

Featuring:
$1.50 Rolling Rock Draft Beer
A 5 foot sub at 10pm - Free to all comers
Be sure to check the chalkboard .
for weekly Food and Drink Specials!!
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Broaden vour_horizbns and meet these Deadlines!

Applications are due for:

£ / Colby in Cork , Spring Semester, October 1, 1991.
*
Colby in Lubeck , Spring Semester, October 15, 1991.

Exchange with Howard University and Claremont
Colleges , Spring Semester, October 16, 1991.

Colby in London, Spring Semester, November 1, 1991.
*

Internship information is also available from the PCS office.

Colby s
home-shopping
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The Unique Boutique was at the Student Center this week.
By Ry an Feeley
STAFF WR ITER
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Here 's the deal: We've paired some of the
This offer is available only for a limited time,
®
most popular Apple Macintosh® compu ters See your authorized Apple campus reseller

with some of the most popular Apple printtoday for details.
g
ers. Buy one of these combina tions , and save
And discover the power of Macin- j g&fr
big bucks . Got it? Good. Now get going.
tosh. The power to be your best®
^Hk
whenyou buy
vsvy m mm
u ^ve

AppleSlyteWrtler

ApplePersonal laserWrller IS

Saveevenmore when

AppleStfeWrtter

ApplePersonal LaserWriterIS

________ d_____-_l

ApplePersonal LaserWriter IS

Savethe mostwhen

Apple Pemmal lj aer Wriler NT

•Offer applies only lo a Macintosh Classic wilh a built-in hard disk.
"Monitor sold separately.

For all of yourcomputer needs visit the
"Macintosh Office"
at the Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union
or call 872-3336

01991 Apple Computer , Inc. Appl e, the Apple logo , UserWrlt cr, Macintosh , SiylcWrii cr, and "The power lo be your Iksi " are reiflitcred irademaiki of
Apple Computer , Inc.
Classic Is a rtRlstered trademark licensed to Apple Computer , Inc.

Student Center vendors provide
the college with "a wild and
wonderful range of things from
plants to army boots," said Earl
Smith, dean of the college.
Colby takes reservations from
vendors during the summer, said
Tullio Nieman, director of student
activities. "This year we were
booked by around August 15," he
said.
"We've been coming to Colby
for a few years," said Dave
Whittlesley,a vendor representing
the Unique Boutique in Boston.
"Sales have been pretty good."
The boutique sells mostly
"heavier stuff" for winter,
Wriittlesley said, such as wool
sweaters and mittens.
"Colby students are largely
pragmatic when it comesto getting
stuff for winter," he said.
Nieman said the fee for vendors
to set up in the student center is $50.
Student organizationsand clubs are
usually not charged.
"If a student wants to sell some
of his own [items] we usually try to
give him a reduced price," said
Nieman.
Vendor fees paid to the College
for the first semester of last year
totalled approximately $1330.
"Colby is below average in the
amount vendors arecharged,"said
Nieman. The vendors fee at Drew
University, where Nieman
previously worked, was $100.
The money from the vendor fees
goes into the general college fund.
"This is a typical funding
process, like athletic events. If it
went to specific people, every
department would be out there
having lawn sales," said Smith.
Though it often appears that
items for sale are not taxed,vendors
do pay normal taxes, Nieman said.
Each vendor either displays their
price plussales tax,or includes sales
tax in their price.
Nieman expects a diverse group
of vendors this year.
"You'll never see two sweater
vendors on the same day," he said.
Colby will also hold a Christma s
Fair in the Student Center on
December 11 and 12, featuring
vendors from around New
England.?

$250 Season Pass at Sugarloaf/USA
if purchased prior to October 1, 1991
$325 through 11/4/91, $495 thereafter
See your Rep . toda y .

|
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Campus Rep: Karen Laidle y
Stu-A Office
x3342
See Posted Hours on Stu-A Door
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A Lo-profile

Colby host to
Xerox Summer Institute

By Laura Pavlenko
FEATURES EDITOR

"There are lots of trees in Maine.
More trees than people; I think,"
said Yuet K. Lo,a visiting professor
in Colby's East Asian Department.
Lo, a native of Hong Kong, first
visited Maine in June when he came
to interview for a one-year teaching
position at Colby.
"Colby is very, very small. Too
small," Lo said. You almost see the
same faces everyday. The students
are apparently more friendly and
very hel p ful. They seem self
motivated and pretty smart."
Lo has been in the United States
since 1982, when he came to work
on his doctorate at the Universityof
Michigan at Ann Arbor.
"One of the reasons I came here
was to find out how Americans
studyChina,"hesaid."It'samazing
how a foreigner could study China
without knowing the language."
Because the United States did
not officially recognize China until
1972,teaching Chinese in American

Photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
NewColby Professor, Yuet Lo.
universities was not a priority.
Many older American Chinese
scholars in Americahavenever even
studied the Chinese language, Lo
said.
Today that trend is reversing
itself,and Chinese is now offered at
the college level. At Colby, Lo is
instructing six students in
Elementary Chinese, a course he
will also offer during Jan Plan. He is
also teaching a new course called,
"Literature and Culture of China'.
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"Language is ju st a tool, Lo
said. "You can use that tool anyway
you want. It is a teacher'sjob to alert
students to the possibilities of using
that tool. You should learn a
language, and then use it to form
your own opinion about a subject.
Then it is a life language; a part of
you forever."
Lo said that reapplying this
ing for his professorship at Colby
spr
is "definitely a top priority."One of
the drawbacks of staying at Colby
is the limited number of classical
Chinese texts in Miller Library. But
Lo said that the college is supportive
of the East Asian Studies
department and that thereis enough
funding available to increase
Colby's literary collection.
"The administration is not very
bureaucratic," Lo said. They don't
seem like bureaucrats to me. It's a
very good feeling to be treated as a
person.In abi g institution,you may
not get things done when you
want,"
Lo,his wife,and their one-yearold daughter are living in an
apartment in WatervilleD

to the dean of admissions, directed
this year's institute for the first time
with the help of her assistant,Tiare
ream ^mmm
mmimmamBmmm ^mmKamm ^cmmmmumaimmj atmmmmmmmm
White '93.
Colby 's 1991 Xerox Summer
"The positive encounters that
Institute [XSIJ program took place the students received here made
for two weeks in mid-July,an d in this challenging experience a very
its four year history this year was r ewar di ng one for m e," said
"thebestyet,"said ParkerBeverage, McNeal-Smith.
dean of admissions.
McNeal-Smith made changes
XSI, formerly known as the Top which greatly improved the
Five Program, allows high-school program. She enlarged the amount
students to take liberal arts courses of students that could be admitted
as preparation for college.
into the program from 28to 40,and
"The experience helped me to extended the area of recruitment
open my mind and be emotionally beyond Boston to include Los
mature,"said BernadetteLeeof Los Angeles, New York, New Jersey,
Angeles. "Maine is sodifferent from Washington, D.C, Hartford,' CT,
Los Angeles,it'slikeanother world. and New Jersey.
It's so relaxing up here and time
She also changed the schedule
passes slowly—it's the way life ' by adding bothon- and off-campus
should be'."
recreational activities. These
Andrea McNeal-Smith,assistant
Continued on page22
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The Music Gallery
Welcome Back, Colby Students !
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* BOARDING * TRAINING * LESSONS * SALES
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• 70' x 140* INDOOR ARENA .• 25* X 50' OBSERVATION LOUNGE
• 40 STALLS • HEATED FACILITY
STOP BY FOR A TOUR !
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By Karen Dixon
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? Quality Books and Magazines
? Special Orders
?Gourmet Coff ee
? Sunday New York Times & Boston Globe

5\skjx isabout additional10%discount!

The Iron Horse Bookstore
10 Railroad Square, Waterville
872-0939
Open Mon.-Thurs., 10-7, Fri. & Sat., 10-9, Sun. 12-5
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we t>Uy the widest range of books.
I
Hard or soft cover—whether used on this campus or not

I
1

I

COLBY COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

I

I

WE BUY BOOKS

I

1
1
I
I

WHOLE YEAR ROUND
STARTING SEPTEMBER 27
FRIDAYS ONLY
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM

I
1
1
I
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Realism, not idealism

Although Colby'snew drinking policy maybecommendable m theory,
it seems to almost entirely disregard the fact that students are drinking as
much as ever.This is not to say that Colby students can't have a good time
without drinking, but tightening up the alcohol policy is not, in our
opinion, the best way to teach students responsible behavior.
This past weekend wasa clear exampleof how the school increasingly
ignores the fact of student drinking, except in terms of restricting it. Why
not teach responsible drinking to those who drink rather than attempting
y lead to secretive and
to erase it from campus, a method which can
¦ onl ; ' ~ • • - v ?
=
^ 7- ,.
darigeroro efforts to "beat the system"? ' ¦- ¦ '
By scheduling a community rather than a campus event for the First
Dayof Loudness,a day traditionally given up to revelry and yes,drinking,
it discouraged students from going. Let'sface it,the Shell was not the place
to be on Saturday afternoon and students, fed up with the whole idea,
decided to party elsewhere.
If the school had provided an event, alcoholic or not,that brought all
groups together, not only would the student body have become more
unified,but the other parties would have been kept to a minimum. As it
was, the school effectively promoted subversive drinking and dissipation
of students.
We're not suggestingthey serve beer in the dining halls,but by taking
a more realistic stance toward alcohol on campus,in eventsplanning and
in general policies, we can remain a unified campus. Is a war between
students and the administration worth sacrificing the spirit of Colby
College?

The Worst Day of Loudness
Where wereyoulastSaturdayafternoon for the'FirstDayof Loudness'?
Considering the poor turnout, you probably weren't at the WMHB Fall
Festivalat the Shell.And consider!ng how poorly the festival wasorganized,
you probably shouldn't have been there anyway.
All dining halls were closed for lunch on Saturday, so students not
choosing to go off-campus or order-in food had to eat at the Shell. In
exchange for regular meal credit, each student was given $6 worth of
coupons to buy food at the festival. This may seem like a lot of money for
lunch, but Seilers charged $1.50 for hamburgers, $1 for hot dogs, and
another $1for soda or juice. To make matters worse,Sellers ran out of food
at 2 pm for an event that was supposed to last the entire day.
To get into the concert taking place next to food stands, students had
to pay a $3 donation, which could be payed with the coupons. Those
opting to use their coupons for admission were then left with only $3 for
lunch, barely enough for a burger, soda and chips.
As the Echo reported last week, WMHB said the 'donation' would be
optional for Colby students and mandatory only for Waterville residents.
But when some Colby students tried to enter the concert area, they were
told they had to pay the 'optional' donation fee to get in.
Luckily the lack of food and the concert fee only irritated a few
students, since few even ventured to the Shell in the first place. And those
who did left early.

De-emphasize
drinking
Keith Dupuis, in his opinions
article of last Thursday, asked for
"students to come right out and
speak their mind." Well, I'm about
to, but I'm warning you it's not
what you want to hear.
Half of Colby College is 21 or
over. For them, drinking is legal,
and so it should be at Colby. But for
the rest of the College—the students
under 21—drinking should be
outlawed as it is in the rest of the
country.
Think about it for a moment .
With every drink you take, alcohol
kills a part of your brain. Alcohol,in
the form of drunk driving, also kills
a good portion of the populace. And
alcohol, indirectl y, could hel p
promote the spread of AIDS on this
campus; how many people do you
know who have gotten drunk at a
Student Center party and hooked
up with someone?
The emphasis on alcohol on this
campus is insane. I think anyone
would find, if they bothered to try
it,that a booze-free weekendis just
as much fun as one where you get
falling-down drunk and wind up
puking all over the bathroom,
pissing off your hallmates in the
process.
To use a quote from last week's
"Students on the Street," Colby is

What's on your
mind?
Who 's on your mind
What don't you
know ?
'' •' ¦. -'- " '_ .a-. <:
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Because no matter
how much
you think you
know...
You can't know
everything.
So ask...
It's easy,
anonymous, and
the best part is...
you might like the
answer.

not "a smaller country—like where
the Pope lives or something-—like
theVatican,"it'sa part of the United
States. How can you label "Maine
State Law"mere "rhetoric" when
Colby is in the state of Maine and
must abide by its laws? Now,I'm all
for civil disobedience—breakingthe
law for noble causes—but no one
lost his or her job or was harassed or
was discriminated against because
they didn t drink or college. If
anything, the opposite is true.
Drinking isa natural right; for those
of us under 21 it isn't a right at all.
I'velooked at the issuefromboth
sides. I was an alcoholic for part of
high school. And I've seen students
at Colby do the same things I did
four years ago. It's time for us to
wake up and smell the coffee—but
this time,on a morning when we're
not hung over.
Zachary Geisz '94

Why lock
Lovejoy?
There is an unbelievably arcane
policy of the Safety and Security
Department that I would like to
shed some light on. I recently
attempted to take advantage of
some quiet time in the classrooms
of Lovejoy. To my dismay all the

rooms in the building were locked.
I found that a bit strange but just
assumed Security locked the doors
for the first weekend of loudness.
Unfortunately, I was further
dismayed when the officer at
Security told me upon my request
to have some doors opened, that it
was the policy of the department to
keep the doors closed due to the
addition of new equipment in all
the classrooms of the building.
While I applaud the addition of
the new equipment ,it is absolutely
ludicrous to keep the college from
utilizing the study resources in
Lovejoy. If there are no clubs or
special classes that need the use of
the Lovejoy rooms,why should they
be locked up and left unused? The
classrooms would provide a
tremendous study resource for the
school if they were kept open.
Students who want to study in a
group session or just get away from
the library could take advantage of
the unused space, lt is a sad day for
the school when we cannot even
trust ourselves not to damage the
equipment provided for us, and
need to lock up a critical school
resource. Fortunately, Jim the
Security guy was nice enough to
open the room for me. But for the
future, I would urge Security to
rethink its policy on the use of the
classrooms of Lovejoy.
David C. Leavy '92
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"What did you 'think of-the First Day of Loudness?'
Cal Wheaton '92
"Can I remember first? What
better way to usher in the First Day
of Loudness than by sponsoring
my first die party."

Debbie Whedon '95
"It wasfun-wehad areally good
time"

Steve Lake '95
"It was fun-I don't remember
much of it."

Painful truths of the new year
I admit I'm no computer salesman, her tongue.
but I'd say "a lot" would come to
Here's the scenario:wegot to
By Paul Butler
around two or three thousand the Shell with our tickets, primed
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
bucks.
forthegreasyBBQfeast weallknow
mmmmMAmaamKiAmHmmm *mm ^mmammAmmmmmmm
MwxrmmmimBmmmm
This one can be chalked up and love.Not only were wegreeted
as "money poorly spent" because, by a threedollar "donation"request
The first weekend of once again,I found myself mired in to get into the concert, but the
loudness has spilled over into the long lines of pissed-off students. concert audience turned out to be a
first week of real studying (no, I When I finally reached the front of bunch of localpeople wehavenever
won't count those two nights last the line, every book I purchased seen before. If we chose to pay for
week when you fell asleep three was punched in according to its theconcertadmissionwiththethree
pages into your reading) and it's face value, and the only items bucks out of our play money, we
time to confront the painful truth electronically zapped were a few wereleft with barelyenough for a
abbtSt'o&Jfi-rWweekoriMayflowei1 peris' and a he:Rrof^Aice Colby burger, chips and a Coke. What a
Hill.
soap dish. If the new equipment feast!
Even the weekend warriors isn't going to be used, why not sell
If WMHB wants to sponsor
who conquered the first heavy- it, buy some old-fashioned cash an event that tries to bridge the gap
duty hangoverofthenewyearcan't registers, and divvy up the rest of betweenColby and the people of
shake the putrid taste , left in the profit for venda<ard credit? Waterville,whynotplan something
everyone's mouth courtesy of Then at least we could expect a that both partiescan enjoy ? I looked
"Book-Crawl W.When I ventured turtle's pace when buying books.
forwa rd to spending my first
into the bookstore for the first time
But enough about the weekend back with my close
this fall I was awe-struck by the bookstore. There are other matters friends,but I ended up ditching the
technological revolution that has at hand.
Shetland spending the best$6.03of
taken placesincemy first year here:
WMHB and Seller's really my life at Wendy's.
now I saw bar-code scanners, blew it last weekend at The Fall
My final grade for the week
computer "registers"and a hellof a Festival at the Shell. I think the was a C-. Why so high you ask?
lot of employees standing around eagerbeaver who cameup with the Basically because it's good to be
trying to look busy.When 1asked idea of six bucks worth of play back with friends despite some of
how much this "revolution"cost, I money should be made to clean the these painful truths about the new
got the answer I expected: "A lot." dumpster behind Dana with his or year at Colby.?

The annoyances
of political correctness
By Hannah Beech
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As I watched my mother's
station wagon glide down
Mayflower Hill,free of computers,
stereos, and T.V.3, I discovered
something about myself.
lam not a freshman. 1am a firstyear student.
Asa freshman ,I am a seventeenyear old innocent who still calls
"Bob's" "Robert's Union."Bur as a
first-year student, V am on
intellectual giant, ready to soak in
the "diversity" of Colby. As a
freshman , I am supposed to be
mortally offended by the "-man"
part of a word, just in the samo way

Becky Graham '92
"I thought it sucked."

Bruce A. Villineau '93
"I've had more fun cleaning the
sludge out of my fishtank. It was
terrible. I think having students
use ticketsto buy food and inviting
Waterville wasn't a good idea."

that "manhole," "man icure," and
"emancipate" should send me into
a full-fledged politically-correctrage.
I also found out that I don't live
in a dorm. I, the super-politicallycorrect-person, live in a "residence
hall." According to the Student' s
Handbook, a residence hall is "an
integral part of the academic
program...where intellectual
stimulation continues and where
the students, either alone or in
groups,study." Silly me, I thought
that wasthedefinition for a "dorm."
But of course "dorm" is not
politically correct. Rather it gives
the impression of a place where
students hang out,study,and even
occasionally indulge in a Busch.
It was amusing to sec the
reaction of the Colbycommunityto

the Class of 1995. Stu-A officials
snickered as they referred to the
"freshmen , excuse me, first-year
students". Professors mouthed
these words with careful
exaggeration, leaving a pause
afterwards for the snickers that
erupted from the class.
This is not to say that Colby, as
President Cotter wrote, should not
promote "a civil environment
whereeach member can find her or
his" - note the "her" before "his" "comfort and security free from
verbal or other harassment."Indeed
the college should be proud of its
tolerant and liberal history.
But this "freshman" from the
Heights "dorm" is bit fed up with
politically-correct terminology,
designedtooffend noonebut which
ends up irritating everyonc.Q
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American
Impressionists at
the Davis Gallery

Meditation " by Mary Cassatt

By Ethan Gettman
A&E EDTTOB

If you have a free afternoon
before October 6th, I strong ly
suggest that you see the Colby
College Museum's collection of
American Impressionists. In case
you haven't noticed, the museum
has undergoneinternal renovations
which
have magnificently
improved its appearance.The most
noticeable improvement resulted in
the Davis Gallery, which officially
opened August 22nd.
Th e n ew gallery wa s ma d e
possible by Elisabeth and Stanton
Davis, own ers of th e Shaw 's
Supermarket chain. Equipped with
climateand humid ity con trol,video
surveillance,and sprinkler systems,
the Davis Gallery is not only stateof-the-art but also unobtrusive and
aesthetically pleasing.
On your visit , simply step into
the new gallery and let your eyes
wan der. You will find the
atmosphere to be bright,breathable,
and comfortable. The walls and
paintings exist in harmony, each
with its own space. The relative
silence of the museum allows for
contemplation
qui et
and
ad mira t ion , and with the addition
of skyl ights, t he Dav i s Gallery
becomes broad, open, and airy as
the day light augments the
effect
of the
g limmering
impressionist paintings on display.
Whilecontributinggreatlyto th e
aesthelicappearanceofthemuseum
overall, t he Dav i s Gall ery also has a
func tional purpose: it has created
1650 square feet of exhibition space,
one-third more than before. Hugh
Gourley, direct or of the museum ,
sa i d tha t "the added space fills a
r eal n eed because t he col lection [of
over 3000 p ieces] is large. So now
we can put more up on view."
The pieces on exhibition are from

p

Colby's permanent collection, the
remainder of which is stored below
the museum. At the request of
Elisabeth Davis, American
Impressionist works were chosen
for the premier showing.
Impressionism is the artistic style
associated with Monet, in which he
attempted to capture the effects of
the play of light. In the latter half of
the 19th century, he had a large
f oll owing, i nclud ing Renoir. An
is
painting
impressionist
characterized by apparently quick
applications small strokes of of pure
colors, which result in a vibrant,
moving composition . This creates
the sense of a visual (and emotive)
impression, like catching a quick
glimpse of somet h ing before it
disappears. This stylistic method
remains a popular favorite in
contemporary art.
On e of t he stan douts in the
exhibition is "Cigarette Girls Seville" by William Gay, a large
an d impressive oil on canvas
portraying women working in a
cigarette factory at the turn of the
century. Another standout is
"Prosp ect Park, Brooklyn" by
W i lliam Merritt Chase, a
impressionistic representation of a
day at the park. Also on display is
"Medita tion " by the American
painter Mary Cassatt, a st unning
portrait of a woman just outside of
t he viewer's realm of attention.
The museum is open from 10am
to noon and 1 pm to 4:30 pm ,
Monday through Saturday. On
Sun d ay, it is open from 2 pm t o 4
pm. As outstanding as the new
gallery is, few students ou t side of
art classes realize that such a stateof
beauty exists on campus.
"I'd like to sec more student use
of the museum," said Gourley. "A
large num ber of students graduate d
wit hout seei ng th e museum , and
this is unfortunatc. 'O

Restaurant Review:
A&A of Fairfield
By Julia's Childrew
Hello and welcome to a new
year of food and fun! Although
BigG'sawd Bonnie'sai*Colby's
traditional favorite we hope
{hat we can discover and
Introduceto you some new and
different places & manger in
Maine,
This week,Julia's Children
ventured outside Waterville's
dtylimitsintoquaint downtown
Fairfield-Located seven minutes
downCollegeAve.fan Main St.>
you will find A&A RestaurantAlthough we knew that
appearances can. be deceiving.wewere somewhat skeptical of
A&A's quality. But we were
pleased lo discover that behind
the hazy glass doors and the
simulated Wood paaeli ng lay an
abundance of palatable meals
for all those daring to enter*
lacking
in
Although
atmosphere, the service is
friendly,if a little on the slow
side {remember,, patience ia a
virtue)*

Ihe menu ranges in price from
$t to^andoffereeverythingfrom
pancakes and omelette* to
sand withesand food from thegrilL
The meatless menu is scarce,but
the vegetarian is not forg otten*
A&A serves breakfast until 2 p.m,
everyday, a definite plus for
vegetarians and omnivares alike.
Also, they offer daily specials that
add variety to the menu. Today,
the specials included tomato ami
vegetable soup, chicken salad
sandwich, and a good old
fashioned burger.
One of J ulia's Chil dren
sampled a daily special, a Bacon*
C&eesebuigerDeluxe {$3,7$) that
came with coleslaw and fat-crispy
fries* Though a bit oa the greasy
side,every morsel of this delicious
meal was enjoyed- Another child
of Julia ordered from, the dinner
men u, the 3-Plece Honey-Dipped
Chicken {$5_25)-T_kehoney coating
aud generous portion beat KFC
any day.Served with a choice of
fresh vegetableattdmashedpofato,
this meal Will satisf y any large
appetite. The thirdsibling, forced
to resort to fish-eatingtactics,had
to settleforfhetuna fish sandwich

($2.00). Although served on
Texas toast, thick homemade
bread which is best grilled, tihe
tuna felt short compared to tihe
rest of theentrees(asi t som eha W
resembled Pana lunch).
However,this child filled up on
an order of onion rings, crispy
and golden brown, which was
shared as an appetizer.Finally,
our iate riser created her ow«
broccoli, cheese, and tomato
omelette {.$3.85) from the
sel ections on the breakfa st
menu. We all agreed that this
was the best, fluffiest fating
omelette tobe found inaurpart
of Maine,.
Overall,Julia'sChildrenrate
A&.A~~s Family Restaurant <and
Gift Shop, believe it or not) a
whopping six wooden spoons(By the by,that'so n a scaleof ten
wooden spoons, ten being the
most desirable.) Stay tuned for
another tantalizing edition of
"Julia 's Childreu" and their
adventures in Maine's many
restaurants.
J ulia's Children ure Amy
SetingezMegEwing,
LyzMdkely,
amiSura DuBotoH

Beware of this British "Invasion"
By Ethan Gettman
A&E EDITOR

Forthosewhosawtheanimation
film festivals of years past at
Railroad Squar e Ci nema , be
prepared for something a little less
fantastic this time around. The
British Animation Invasion sounds
flashy an d the flyers burying the
campus are amusing, but the film
it self falls a litt le short of t hese
expectations. M y min d was n ot
boggled, my hair didn't raise, my
lips did not fli p, and, needless to
say,my eyes stayed in their sockets.
Invasion i s composed of over
forty different British creations,
lasting anywhere from 40 seconds
to 14 minutes. Some were good and
a few were even excellent. A 3minute blip entitled "Strangers in
for
example,
Para d ise,"
wonderfully satirized the insanity

of modern consumerism by having
insects parading around like rich
yuppies.
Another powerful piece was
entitled "Bluefields Express," an
historical piece on the conflicts in
Nicaragua leading up to the IranContra affair. However, I foun d
myself waiting for each piece to
end, and hoping that the next one
would be better.
Other bright spots in the movie
inclu d ed the music vid eo to Peter
Gabriel's "Sled gehammer," a
masterful blend of animation and
music. Even Tom and Jerry, the cat
an d mouse team of MGM fame,
made a guest appearance and were
warmly welcomed as comedyrelief.
The worst part of the movie is its
excessive use of television
commercials. As a longstanding
member of the TV-viewing
population in the United States, I

"Jol lity Farm " from the British Animation Invasion

am aware of the big money spent in
making commercials, and I take
their artistic value for granted.
Invasion is so full of outlandish
commercials that I felt like I was
watching TV. Not even the pleasure
of viewing an armor-clad Weetabix
wafer ba tt le a most heinous villain
soothed my conditioned senses.
If you have an eye for
composition and aesthetics, you
may enjoy th is f il m because each
snippet has its own character and
style. But for the most part, I found
Invasion a bit tedious.
. If you have never seen a movie
of this genre,I recommend that you
do so for the experience. For fans of
HeavyMetal and t he like, don't get
tooexcited.Although there are some
shining moments, this particular
"invasion" will have few people
agape with awe.Q
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Wh at 's
Happenin'? I
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AT COLBY
Lovejoy 100

FANTASIA
•Thursday, Friday, Saturday at
7pm and 9:15pm
Saturday Matinee at 3 pm.
Admission $2.00
AT HOYTS
J.F.K. Drive
873-1300
The Doctor PG-13
1:20 , 6:50,9:40
Doc Hollywood PG-13
1:40, 7:00, 9:00
Freddy 's Dead R
1:00 , 7:30, 9:50
Hotshots PG-13
1:30, 7.20, 9:10
Robin Hood PG-13
12:50, 630, 9:30
Terminator 2 R
1:10, 6:40, 9:20
•MATINEES ON
SATURDAYAND SUNDAY

ONLY.
....AT RAILROAD
SQUARE
Between Main Street and
College Ave.
873-6526
STRANGERS IN GOOD

COM PANY

•Thursday 9/ 19 only—Last
show tonight
7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
THE BRITISH ANIMATION INVASION (see review)
•Friday 9/20 , Saturday,
Sunday and Monday
7 p,m, and 9:20 p.m., also
lp.m. Sat. and Sun.
•Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday
8:55 p.m. only
TATIE DANIELLE
•Tuesday 9/24, Wednesday
Thursday
At 6:45 pm. only.
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•In the Kresge Auditorium
Visual Arts Center

LECTURE: "ISLAM: RELIGION FOR THE HERE AND
LEWISTON: BATES
HEREAFTER"
FILM:MILLER'SCROSSING
Given by Yvonne Yazbeck
A gangland saga starring Haddad, professor of Islamic hisAlbert Finney and Gabriel Byrne, tory at the University of Mass. at
produced by Joel and Ethan Coen. Amherst. She "has earned a repuAdmission: $1.
tation as one of the foremost experts
•Friday, Saturday and Sun- in America on Islam in the conday
temporary world." Thislecture will
•At 7 and 9:30 pm. In Filene mark the opening of the Bowdoin
Room, Pettigrew Hall.
College Museum of Art's major fall
exhibition.
DANCE PERFORMANCE:a
•Thursday, Sept. 26th at 7:30
sampling of colorful dance works pm. in the Kresge Auditorium, Vipresented by members of the Bates sual Arts Center.
Modem Dance Company.
For more information, tele•Friday and Saturday, 8:15 phone (207) 725-3275
pm.
•Museum hours are Tuesday
•Free Admission, but ad- through Sunday: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00
vance reservations suggested to p.m.; Sunday: 2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
ensure seating: 786-6161
In the Schaeffer Theatre
EXHIBIT: In the Bowdoin
College Museum of Art
EXHIBIT: ROBERT INDITREES (through October 6)
ANA ,THE HARTLEYELEGIES —
THE VIEW CAMERA
Through Dec. 20th
(through Sept 29)
Robert Indiana's 10 most recent silkscreen prints created as an
PORTLAND:
homage to the artist Marsden HartPlan Ahead!!!!!!
ley, a Lewiston native.
•Museum hours are 10 am.
CONCERT: LES BALLETS
toS pm.Tuesday through Saturday AFRICAINS
and 1 to 5 pm. Sunday. Free AdThis "is a spectacular event
mission. Telephone (207) 786-6158. for the entire family, with brilliant
costumes, amazing acrobatics and
BRUNSWICK: BOWDOIN the colorful spectacle of the tradiFILM: SOME LIKE IT HOT
tional dances, music and story-tellThis 1959 film stars Marilyn ing of Guinea.
Monroe, Tony Curtis and Jack
Lemon.
•Friday, 7:30 and 10:00 pm.

•Portland Concert Association opens its 1991/92 season on
Thursday October 3rd with this
presentation.
•Tickets range from $10 to
$25. Children are half-price.
•Call the PCA at 1-800-6392707.
HALLOWELL:
The First Annual Hallowell
Bluegrass Festival
•Featuring:KennebecValley
Boys, Rare Birds, Danville Junction
Boys, Kenny Cox, Country Choir,
and Others.
•Sunday September 22,1pm
til' dark—Rain or shine.
•Beer Tent, Barbecue, Spirits
• Free Admission——Fo r
more information call 622-9290
WINDSOR:
COMMON GROUND
FAIR—1991
• Friday, September 20 and
Saturday,September 21from 9 a .m.
to 7 p.m; Sunday, September 22
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
•Windsor fair grounds.
Events include: pig calling contest,
stillt walking classes,and a Harry S.
Truman Manure Pitch-Off
•Admission: on Saturday
and Sunday, $4 for adults, $2 for
children under 12 and adults over
65; children and senior citizens admitted free on Friday.Children admitted free on Saturday if they bring
a home-made apple pie—no joke!
Compiled by Karen Dixon,
Asst. A&E Editor

The return of Rofo yn Hitchcock
By Johan Dowdy
NOTES FROM THE
WINDOWPANE
His baritone voice resonates
with anguish. He sings of
nonexistent lovers, dead wives,
Napoleon and the queen's veins.
He is Robyn Hitchcock, the artist/
poet /musician who has maintained
a dedicated flock of fans with his
brilliant songwriting prowess.
Following a brief solo venture,
during which he released an album
and went on tour, Hitchcock has
reunited with his band , The
Egyptians, to produce their latest
project, Perspex Island.
Robyn Hitchcock is cynical,
brooding, and brilliant. It is hard to

classify his musical style under a
single nomenclature; his music is a
window to his soul, through which
the listener is allowed to view
Hitchcock' s anguished and
confused inner self. Unlike much of
thedrivel that is produced in today's
popindustry,Hitchcock'smusichas
significant artistic merit. His music
allows us to witness and appreciate
his struggle with his existence.
The most striking aspect of a
Robyn Hitchcock song is the lyrical
content, and his unique style of
writing depicts him as being both
tongue-in-cheek and serious. In
"Vegetation and Dimes," for big grim reaper in a long black
example, Hitchcock addresses the limousine?"
issue of one's inevitable death by
Perspex Island is as diverse
asking "What are we waiting for/ A musically asit is lyrically. Thesongs

Tii^Pi*/<_, Xroa// X <^7#4a/ &zrm*hl^

range from the upbeat and
infectious to the languid and
brooding. On "She doesn't exist," a
mournful song of lost love,
Hitchcock is joined by R.E.M.
bandmembers Peter Buck and
Michael Stipe (Buck' s guitarplaying is audible on a few other
tracks as well).
Hitchcockhas theability to write
a solid rock tune with as much
success as he composes a floating
and dream-like melody. His talent
also lies in his ability to match the
sounds of the music with the
feelings of his poetry. The song
"Earthly Paradise," for example, is
the album's final and strongest
track. The hollow and frightened
tone of Hitchcock's slide guitar, the

humming of the bass, a nd the
languor of the percussion provide a
perfect setting for Hitchcock' s
message: 'Thebastards that destroy
our lives/Are sometimes just
ourselves/But mostl y they 're
invisible/I hope they rot in hell"D

XeroxContinued f romp a g e6

tue photo

Parti cipantsin the Xerox SummerInstitute
included a ferry ride around
Boothbay Harbor, canoeing, a
lobster bake at Brown Camp,and a
weekend camping trip at Rangeley
State Park. Tullio Nieman, director
of student activities,also organized
softball gam es, a caricaturist and
ice cream sundae bar in the Spa ,
and a farewell dance.
'The only complaint that 1
received from students was that I
didn 't schedule in any time to go to
the bathroom"said McNeal-Smith.
This was also the first summer
that Colby received a grant from
the Xerox Corporation to help fund
the program,which is why thename
changed from The Top Fiveto the
Xerox Summer Institute. But even
though the name of the program
has changed,it s objectives remain
the same.
"We realize that Colby isn't for
every one of these students, but

we d likethem to discover the place

an d give them a taste of the small

liberal arts school experience," said
Beverage.
T got new information about
college and broadened my
knowledge in general,"said Aaron
Thomas of California. "The
program also persuaded me to
continue in my pursuit of a higher
education."
About fifteen professors and six
student counselors participated the
prog ram: Lenny Baker '92, Kar en
Dixon '92, Pika Gosh '92, Sabina
K ing '93, Wally Leung '94, Norm
Stillman '92.
"The counselors themselves
were a diverse group and it worked
very well," said Dean Beverage.
Beverage hopes more students
become aware of the program and
apply for positions next summer. ?
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§ STANLEY H. KAPLAN

cSa Take Kap lan Or TakeYour Chances
____--_--_-------------Mn(_____-___---E__n______H

Clas ses starti ng now for
December and January exams!
For the loca tion nearest you, call

800-KAP-TEST
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JOSEPH FAMILY

SPA

; /IV el to mes Back Students and th® Class of '951
ENJ0¥ OUR

,. .., .,- .... ,,. ¦ v ,^^¦: ,l!«rt __ lrl ng HOT & SPICY SPECIALS
for
Students - Faculty - Staff
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yigg ED MEAL

SPA HOURS

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

___

1 p.m. - 11 p.m.
9 a.m. - 11 p.m.
9 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.
9 a.m. - Midnight
9 a.m. - 1 a.m.
9 a.m. - 2 a.m.
1 p.m. - 2 a.m.
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FREE

Monday through Friday
Breakfast
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________
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Medium Soda ( (Wi y^ )
with purchase oi \\^m^f^J

Good through 9/2 1/91 with this coupon

[
I
}
!
•

9 :45 - 11:00 a.m.

Lunch

1:45 - 4:00 p.m.

Dinner

7:00 - 8:30 p.m.
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COME GET ACQUAINTED WITH CENTRAL
MAINE'S BEST KEPT FITNESS SECRET...

SCOREBOARD S

MATHIEU'S FITNESS
CENTER,INC-

I
OPEN
Special For Colby Students:
7 DAYS
A WEEK
$135 for the College Year.
No initiation fees.
°^02
| (2
5
^

Football
Sept. 21 Trinity 1:30
Men's Soccer
Sept. 21 Babson 2:00
24 U. New England 3:30

MATMEU'S FITNESS CENTER, INC.

4260 FAIRFIELD STREET, OAKLAND, MAINE 04963
1Mile Down the Rices Rips Road from Colby Campus

It's not too earlv to think SNOW!!
Boots bv:
> Nprdica
> Raichle

.Bindings fry;
> Marker
> Tyrolia
> Salomon

TUNE -UPS
$ 14 9 5

wit h Binding Ch.ck

$19.95

Save up to 75% on pre-1991-1992 Skis
Close Out Boots- Save 50%
Lay aways Available
Create your own package and save up to 30 %I !!
We'll package anv ski we sell
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SCO

Women's Tennis
Sept. 20 Simmons 3:30
21 M.I.T. 11:00

I-Play Soccer
Sept. 19 3:30 Coburn v Mary Low
4:30 Drummond v
Women's Soccer
Johnson
Sept. 21 Curry 4:00
Sept. 20 3:30 Pe-Wi v Grossman
25 U. Maine 3:30
4:30 Leonard v Dana B
«
Sept. 21 12:30 Foss v Mary Low
Women's X-Country
1:30 Piper v East Quad
Sept. 21 Southeastern
2:30 Pierce v Treworgy
Mass. University 11:00
Sept. 22 12:30 Sturtevant v Go-Ho
1:30 Averill v Coburn
Women's Field Hockey
2:30 Johnson v Taylor
Sept. 19 Bates 4:00
25 U. Maine,Fanrdngton 4:00 Sept. 23 3:30 West Quad v
Drummond
4:30 Dana A v Foss
Golf
Sept. 25 3:30 East Quad v Pe-Wi
Sept. 21-22 Middlebury 1:30

We're looking forward to seeing you!

Ski's bv:
> Rossignol
> K2
> Blizzard
> Head

Women's Volleyball
Sept. 21 Bowdoin 9:00 am
26 Thomas 6:00

Home games in bold type.

We feature : Nautilus • Body Master • Polaris • Power
Built • Stone • Aerobic Equipment Includes: Quinton
Treadmill, 5 Stairmaster 4000s, Life Rower, 2
Lifecycle 9500's, and 2 Windracers • Personalized
Weight Training Programs from Beginner, Advance
Levels • Diet Awareness Counseling • 2 Wolff 32
Bulb Super Bed Tanning Systems - for 10 visits $30.00 non-members and $25.00 members -

25 CBB at Bates 12:00
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453-9756
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Devistator Meredith J ohnson 92

Horse Riding
Trail Rides
All Day/Overnight ' ;
Camp ing Trips
Call 877-9763for taomMortn&ikax
Ask for Sheila
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This week's devastator is Meredith
Johnson '92, of the
Women's
Soccer
Team. Against Norwich, goalie Johnson
stopped all nine
scoring attempts. In
Colby's 3-0 blanking
of UNE, she stopped
all six shots.Twoshutouts—not bad!Q

BifiEittl

Colby golf lands in
blinker, finishes eighth
By Tyler Duvall
CONTKIBUTING WRITER
The varsity golf team opened its
seasonwith a disappointing eighthplace in the Bowdoin Invitational
on September 13 and 14.
"We didn't do very well," said
Coach Sid Farr."1think that a weak
first day really hurt us."The Mules
travel to Middleburynext weekend
for the Duke Nelson Invitational
Tournament.
Colby,thedefendingchampions
of the Bowdoin tournament, scored

a team total of 676,placing them 34
strokes behind winner MIT.
University of Maine at Farmington
shot a 652 for second place and
MerrimackCollegehada team score
of 656 to take third place. One
upbeat note was Colby's 22 stroke
advantage over rival Bates. Host
Bowdoin finished sixth with a score
of 669.
"A lot of the scores were real
close. Wewere only 12strokes away
from finishing fourth/' said Farr.
TheMules wereled by captain Todd
Alexander '92,who shot 79the first
day and 85 the second day for a
total score of 164. Derek Plunkett
'95, posted a 168 with an 82 and 86

respectively.
"I thought we played okay, we
just didn't score that well. It was a
great learning experience for me
especially," Plunkett said. Rob
Carbone '93, fired a 170 and David
McPhaul '93, shot a 174 to close out
the foursome.
Farr, in his fifth year as head
golf coach, is still conducting
tryouts. "I'm encouraged about the
number of promising new
students," he said. "We had 23
people come out for the team this
year, and 1 think there's a lot of
good young talent there." Of the
23,11are freshmen.Q '

OFF-SIDES
So often we hear about
professional athletes who
"stuck around loo long-8'*
Names like Jim. Rice, Steve
OrOgau and Sieve Carlton,
come to mind, it j ust seems
theseIndividualswereholding
on past the point where they
stepped being effective,
Then I think of this past
_j,$, Open, and l-*n?es $cott
Connors, He walked into the
tournament tanked 174th on
the computer*He had won the
tournamentfive tiime$,fhefirst
17yea*sago,
The Connors band-wagon
started after a five<-set first
-round victory over Patrick
McEnroe,and it ended "with a
S-set semi-final loss at the
hands of young Jim CourierBut duriufcth*weekorWb u>
betwceiv Connor*gave-tennis
fans all over the world more
fist-pumping, heattfStopping
Enjoyment than they<toutd ever
have anticipated,
The highpoin t of Connors*
tournament was undoubtedly

hi$ Ubor t>ny ^how-down

iVith Aaron Krickstein, Tim
time Connors rallied from a 2S deficit in the fifth set before

W indin g an emotio nu lled

tiebreaker, 7-4* By tbe Way,
that day was also Connors*
birthday.Happy gdth Jimmy*

Itte& pheflomeoaht today' *

professional sports world?late
thirty* and forty-- {something
ath letes p<*jtfmwir«j;Ut Ihe top
Of thei).aport* And ft-U Htt't j» $t
COrtuors,Store,thciehavOh<t<m
failures such as Jim Palmers
.yttempted comehwk not la
meutioa ft jont Worg'*, but tho
rtaentduciiessthatmahy tffaf fy
ol4'
veterans - huve
accomplished te o-Mttg.
i ftotaif ft tttefct <rt&i$ th*

By TrfF - WMck
SFOBT& EDITOR
oldest playerinthe NBA/is hardly
a ,12th mandating away^at'tfie
end.of thehench. I&risj -va center
on the Boston. Celtics* is -.till an
ali»star, considered one of the top
five centers in theleague,and is a
sure-bet for the Hall of Fame,He
is in amazing physical condition,
averages double figure-) in both
points and rebounds,and can sti tt
run around players ten years
younger than he_ His stoic look
masks a fierce competitive spirit,
and there is no better big-game
player around, A young man who
was once sharp ly criticized for
«nder-sl<ihievcment / lt,anshisnp\v
considered the elder statesman of
Fro Basketball*
Think how Incredible it isthat
$he*eolderatWefe$foavemana&ed
to avoid major injuries in the
increasingly strenuous sports
world* There is no doubt that the
competition J evel in all Sports ho-*
risen dram aticall y in the past 20
years. Athletes have become
bigger, faster,and st ronger, Aud
y tf both CortncK*and #»ri$hhave
successfully brought their games
up a notch to remain among the
sMte huheh field*
: Nolan Jftyatt, Te*a$ Wangertf
Htchea. and 44 years Old with a f>0
ttiph*fastball,might be the most
xemari^bleofhtecontempmwW;
fcyatt te the <w«. *r Utttiw in
strikeout* and no hitt«rss (Ho
pitched his 7th this past spring*
This year,he still *auk$ in the top
fly* *n A mortem Ua&ue
«h,ll<oouts.r despite mfcaing *ome
otarts on lh« disabled list, s Tltc

Game, set9 mat ch

native Texan is th-s
consummateprofessionatand
goes about his f obi_ta&disc_ee_
a manner aSpossible, $tyan"$
incredible feafc hav© been
documented. on the evening
network news, an d he has
lasted long enough to strike
out both a father and his son*
Anyorte cs?n be a,-"flash in
the pan** Numerous athlete*
have had their careers
prematurely ended due to
injuiy-T^unfc whatrqightha ve
been with Rueben Mayes,
MarkFidrychandinaybeeven
Bo Jackson. Those men are
painfully aware that a career
can end at any time.
So
when*
Martina
Nt-vratilova reaches the finals

of the #,,$, Open, or George

Foxeman goes th« distance
with the heavyweight champ*
ifcis indeed specialWhat these
athletesh&Vecannatbehwght;
it is inbred in them. These
athletes have ail matured
throughout their careersand

have learn ed jfr orw their

mistakes,SomMikeCounors,
havehad a total imagereversal*
Oncethe *wlseguy of Tennis'^
he is now embraced by all. A$
Navratilova quipped/ maybe
sho^ and Cotmors . coulil
^insphea f ewpeople lo get off

thoir frt but ts aM get

something goin^;/' Jhat they
have done,
PMring the fifth sefc of the

Photo by Ari Druker
Sandy Maisel goes for an ace at last Saturday 's Alumnae match.

i

j
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Sport s Short s
Compiled by the
Sports Staff
RACKET REUNION: For the
1991. Colby Women's tennis team
last Saturday'sAlumnaeMatch was
a chance for the team to have a fun
time and relax befpre beginning its
regular season matches.
Several alumnae and professors
from the Government Department
came out for a day of competition
and fun.While all of the playersdid
well in their matches,the goal of the
day was to take a break from all of
the hard pre-season work and
conditioning to enjoy tennis.
The Lady Mules are taking their
hopes and goals on the road to face
some tough competition as they
begin their regular season
competition tomorrow against
Simmonsand thenSaturdayagainst
M.l.T.
NOT ENOUGH BREEZE: The
Colby Sailing team spent this past
Saturday at the Bowdoin
Invitational Regatta ,tying for
second with Bowdoin,while Maine
Maritime look home the top prize.

Also competing were Bates, Univ.
of New England, and UVM.
GETTING READY: Hanover,
N.H. was the scene of last
Saturday's football scrimmage
between Colby and the Dartmouth
Junior Varsity. The first half,which
was played at full speed, ended
with the Green Machine ahead 1413. John Bartlett '91.5, and Jim
Dionizio '92, scored for the White
Mules. The second half was
controlled so the teams could go
over situation offenses and
defenses. "The kids did a great job.
it wasa good end to the pre-season,"
said Head Coach Tom Austin.
Colby opens the season at Trinity
on Saturday.
RUNAWAY-GETAWAY: The
Colby Men's and Women's Cross
Country Teams took their annual
Mt. Desert Island Tri p this past
weekend.CoachesJim Wescottand
Debby Aitken saw this meet as an
"intensepre-season work-out."The
trip included running distances of
up to twelve miles on old carriage
paths. The men will open up their
season at Bowdoin on the 28th,
while the women head to
Southeastern Massachusetts
University this Saturday.Q

sC *rtn6M »Kritifc4tel jR matoh >
Connors tooK time t<x towel Off

tl^e handle oi his racket. He
noticed th* camera? were <m
him Attd aaid. *0o^l Wttrry^
^
fed better than t look*"
WeMjf yov must have felt
v
graft Jltrtm^ ,b^««$e ywx
looked pretty dwn podvO
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First regular season loss for soccer in over a year
kicks 12-2. "It was a confidence builder to and although a perfect record is a team's
come back Saturday and be able to finish off ultimate goal,there are certain pressures that
By Hal Paul
plays and net our first win," Wiercinski said. come with infallibility. The intensity of
STAFF WRITER
"The level of our fitness, the execution of maintaining perfection and the "wanted"
a coordinated passing scheme,the exhibition status an undefeated team has thrust upon it
Last Friday,the men's varsity soccer team of confidence amongst players in one another are left by the wayside following a loss, and
set put to repeat last year's 13-1-2 season by on the field, and the ability to play many the more prudent 'one game at a time'
travelling to Vermont for a weekend people and not suffer an overall drop in approach to preparation may be reassumed.
doubleheader against Middlebury Colleg'e performancewerethenotablehighlights from The Mules can now focus on playing to the
and Norwich University. Though they the weekend," said Coach Marc Serdjenian. best of their abilities.
outscored the opposition by a five to one
Over the weekend, the Mules discovered
Serdjenian predicted that the team
margin in both games, the team returned that the less experienced players on their probably wouldn't come away from its first
home with an even record of 1-1, losing to roster are capable of making strong four games unscathed. The team's next two
Middlebury 1-0 Friday but coming back cbntributions.StartingsweeperGeorgeLinge games are against U. Maine-Farmingtonand
Saturday to wallop Norwich 5-0.
'92,missed both games due to injury and was Babson-NewEngland'ssecond-rankedteam.
"We outplayed both teams but the replaced by Brian Pompeo '95. In the 5-0 win Despite these challenges Coach Serdjenian is
difference was that we could not find the over Norwich, two goals by Ethan Spencer confident of his team's abilities.
lucky breakneeded toputMiddleburyaway," '94, and one by David Cohen '95
"We have what it takes to get to the ECAC
said Co-Captain Brian Wiercinski '92. In the complemented the two netted by Chris Flint Tournament,which isourgoal,in spite of our
Photoby Ari Druker Middlebury game, the White Mules out-shot '92.
tougher schedule this year."Q
The TV teambeat Bridgton last Saturday.
the Panthers 24-18 and dominated corner
Theteamwill not go undefeated thisyear,

Field hockeyloses in last minute

Setting Up

Both Frado and Pluck singled out two
freshmen, Kristen O'Hear (link) and
STAFF WRITER
Stephanie Bunker (striker),who came off the
bench and did an excellent job helping the
mmmmmmmaaimmmmi
^mmmmmmBBmmmmmm
^mm^^^
^ ^^^ ^^^
^
team.
On Saturday, the Amherst team scored
Last Friday, with 30 seconds to go in
early
in the game. They scored again in the
sudden-death double overtime, Colby's field
second
half despite Colby's dominance. The
hockey team lost 1-0 at Middlebury. The
Lady Mules then travelled to Amherst on Mules outshot Amherst 7-5in the total game,
and Stinchfield had 6 saves.
Saturday and suffered a 2-0 loss.
"The two goals that they had were both
remained
scoreless
game
The Middlebury
hit
well,
though they didn't have many shots
according
until the very last seconds when,
said Stinchfield . "We just weren't
on
goal,"
to Co-Captain Liz Frado '92, "a Middlebury
for
the game as we were for
girl kicked the ball with her foot and our team as up
relaxed,expecting a whistle. Instead she shot Middlebury."
Pluck agreed,"By the second half, the
it in the net."
travelling
and overtime had caught up with
was
happy
with
the
Pluck
Coach Deb
us.
We
came
off the field knowing we hadn't
but
called
the
goal
team's performance,
she said.
our
best,"
played
"unfortunate"and "a bad call by the official."
'94 (link), gave an
Marchildon
Amy
Goalie Deb Stinch field '92, said that
despite the loss,the team wasn't disappointed excellent performance against Amherst, and
becausethey had played so hard. Stinchfield was named Player of the Game for her
had nine "very critical saves"said Pluck,and intensity and consistency,which werea "big,
she was named Player of the Game. Colby big spark to the team" said Pluck.
"Our defense is young and new and they
had seven shots on goal while Middlebury
really
proved themselves this weekend,"said
had fourteen .
"As a whole, we played very controlled Frado. "Our experience lies in the forward
and strong field hockey," said Frado. "There line so offensively we're all set."
The Lady Mules will play Bates this
was a lot of team work. It was an evenly
afternoon
at 4 pm. Traditional rivalry and
switched
and
possession
matched game
double overtime tie should make
last
year's
quickly."
for
an
exciting
game. Frado feels that the
"1was very pleased to see the level of our
demonstrated that the
Middlebury
game
play," said Pluck. "Middlebury is strong.
The fact that we played with and above them team has the ability to play at a high level.
"We know now that wehave the potential
is important. We made some nice
well."Q
to
play
adjustments."
By Amy Vreeland
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Photo by An Druker
Womensvolleyball practice paid off as they beat Hussen and Unity on Tuesday.

Women s soccer
powered by freshmen flawless performance, stopping all nine
Norwich scoring attempts. "She had an
By Jonathan Walsh
unbelievable game," Beach said. "The first
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
half was slow and drizzly,reallytough on the
goalies. They had some breakaways but
Meredith was j ust great."
The Colby Women's soccer team (2-0)
"The second half was more aggressive,
entered the season hoping for an extra push and there were some better crosses, but we
from a strong freshman crop, but the White were able to shut them down," Beach said.
Mules got much more than they bargained Johnson and the defense also received strong
for. Freshmen scored all the goals in last support from tri-captain Heather Glynn '92,
Saturday's 1-0 victory over Norwich, and in who "did a great job at sweeper," Beach said.
last Thursday's 3-0 shutout of UNE.
Johnson's performance in the Norwich
"The freshmen are doing a nice job," said game was old hat by Saturday though,as she
Assistant Coach Carol Anne Beach. Against had stopped six shots in Colby's3-0 blanking
Norwich,striker Alyssa Bcrisetler '95, scored of UNE last Thursd ay. All three goals for
the first goal of her career with 7:56 left in the Colby were scored by Sarah English '95.
game.
Things look bright for Colby women's
After mid-fielder Brooke Porteous '94, soccer, despite "a lot of people coming off
crossed theball towardsBcnsetler,"the goalie injuries,"Beach said. "Weshould gctstrongcr
came out on it, but fumbled it, and Alyssa with each game." Colby travelled to Univ. of
was there to put it in," Beach said. Porteous Southern Maine oh Tuesday, and goes to
was credited with the assist.
Curry Collegeon Saturday. "If weconcentratc
Colby only needed one goal though, as and keep getting better, they are definitely
goalie Meredith Johnson '92, turned in a winnable games," Beach said.Q

